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REGISTRATION  
Everyone a?ending BurlyCon is required to agree to our policies and rules of conduct, provide 
registraFon informaFon, and wear their badge at all Fmes during classes and events held by 
BurlyCon.  

RegistraFon includes:  
• The right to a?end the convenFon: classes, panels, events, class photo, peer reviews, 

and hospitality areas.  
• RegistraFon badge  
• E-Newsle?ers  
• The resources to submit wri?en class evaluaFons through approved channels on 

a?ended classes, events, and the convenFon as a whole, and have it reviewed by 
BurlyCon staff members. Paper forms will be available in every class and online forms 
can be found here: h?ps://forms.gle/jKyRwJYRbUDUgjxL7  

BADGES  
A?endees must have their badge visibly displayed while in designated convenFon space. 
Anyone who cannot produce a current registraFon badge upon request will be asked to leave 
the convenFon space.  

WRISTBANDS  
A?endees who have purchased Event ONLY wristbands are allowed to a?end evening events 
during BurlyCon. Wristband holders DO NOT have access to any classes, Closing Ceremony, or 
panels.  

Wristband permissions include:  
• A?endance at the Thursday night Meet & Greet  
• A?endance at the Friday night Dance Party  
• A?endance at the Friday night Gothic Salon 
• A?endance at Peer Reviews on Thursday and Saturday night  
• A?endance at Storytelling event at noon on Saturday  
• Access to vending areas  
• Access to the BurlyBar  

Event only a?endees must have their wristband visibly displayed while in designated convenFon 
events space. Anyone who cannot produce a current events wristband upon request will be 
asked to leave the convenFon space.  
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REGISTRATION OF MINORS  
A minor as defined by the State of Washington must have a parent/legal guardian/individual 
designated by the parent or legal guardian who is on-site when the minor is on-site. Minors, 
under the age of 24 months, must have a permission slip on file with registraFon signed by a 
parent or guardian. The parent or guardian must be aware of and responsible for their charge at 
all Fmes and must remove the child from class if disrupFon occurs.  

BurlyCon is for adults over the age of 18, and as such, minors between the ages of 2 and 17 are 
not allowed.  

BADGE REPLACEMENT FEE  
If you lose your membership badge, you are encouraged to search everywhere before a new 
one is issued. Make sure you check with lost and found (both the hotel and the convenFon have 
lost and found departments), registraFon, and security prior to purchasing a replacement 
badge. The badge replacement fee is $20 or registraFon staff will require an interpreFve act to 
“I’m a Li?le Teapot” in exchange for the return of lost badges.  

RIGHT OF REFUSAL  
BurlyCon reserves the right to refuse or withdraw registraFon, membership, or event access.  

HARASSMENT POLICY  
BurlyCon strives to provide a welcoming space for persons of all descripFons. Everyone should 
be able to have a great Fme in their own way at the convenFon, but not at the expense of 
others. As a community, we insist on behavior that respects the autonomy of each individual 
member.  

Harassment is behavior that focuses unwelcome a?enFon on a person and either 
inappropriately crosses reasonable expectaFons of social boundaries, or conFnues aher a clear 
showing of disinterest or a request to desist. Harassment during the year may be reported to 
the Chief OperaFons Officer or ExecuFve Director, or the Board of Directors. At the convenFon, 
convenFon security or the Chief OperaFons Officer handles reports of harassment. Any staff 
member wearing a convenFon badge may receive a report of harassment. It is each staff 
member’s responsibility to treat a person making such a report with respect, and to offer to 
accompany the person to convenFon security or the Chief OperaFons Officer. The Chief 
OperaFons Officer may designate a person to receive reports of harassment on their behalf.  

ViolaFons of this policy may lead to a range of consequences based on the circumstances, from 
a warning to more serious steps, such as revocaFon of convenFon registraFon or banning from 
future convenFons. CreaFng a hosFle work environment for BurlyCon volunteers or staff or 
engaging in behavior that is discriminatory or harassing to other a?endees will result in your 
being asked to leave BurlyCon.  
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ConvenFon staff and volunteers are required to report all incidents brought to their a?enFon. 
These incidents should be reported to convenFon security or the Chief OperaFons Officer by 
compleFng an incident report in the OPS (operaFons) room (San Juan).  

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY POLICY  
BurlyCon respects the intellectual property and copyright of our presenters and writers. We 
simply would not exist without the gihs of educaFon that these remarkable people are 
providing to our a?endees.  

Intellectual property is a work or invenFon that is the result of creaFvity, such as a manuscript, 
choreography, music, art, and syllabi for a class, to which one has rights and for which one may 
apply for a patent, copyright, trademark, etc.  

Copyright protecFon exists from the moment a work is created in a fixed, tangible form of 
expression. The copyright immediately becomes the property of the author who created the 
work. Only the author, or those deriving their rights through the author, can righkully claim 
copyright.  

Video, sound recording, or otherwise distribuFng class content is not allowed. This is a violaFon 
intellectual property rights and copyright infringement and is acFonable by law.  

BurlyCon wants everyone to learn, pracFce and grow, but not at the expense of or off the work 
of someone else. Please, watch, learn, ask quesFons, but do not take someone else’s idea and 
make it your own. If BurlyCon discovers that you have used someone else’s art/works/class as 
your own, without wri?en permission, and in a violaFon of their intellectual property rights, 
then you may lose your BurlyCon registraFon, membership, and may be placed on a “blacklist” 
unFl you have righted the wrong. The “blacklist” means that you will not be allowed at 
BurlyCon, cannot apply to present, vend, or submit papers unFl the violaFon has been 
amended.  

DRINKING & CANNABIS  
If you plan to drink alcohol or consume cannabis products, PLEASE do not drive. If you plan on 
driving, please stay sober so you arrive at your desFnaFon safely. If you appear to be severely 
impaired or become unruly, your BurlyCon registraFon will be revoked for the rest of the 
convenFon and you will be asked to leave the convenFon site. We want all of our members to 
have a good Fme at BurlyCon, and we want you all to return home safely. Washington State law 
forbids serving alcohol or cannabis to minors and anyone caught supplying either to minors, will 
be held liable under Washington State laws. Per hotel policy, you will not be allowed to carry 
your drink from the hospitality suite to the convenFon center, your hotel room, or outside. The 
Hilton Hotel forbids open containers of alcohol in all hallway and lobby areas.  

PARTIES  
Room and hall parFes are an established tradiFon at many convenFons. We expect that some of 
our BurlyCon a?endees will follow suit. Please be considerate of your neighbors, keep noise 
down, and be gracious when asked by any neighbor to lower the volume. Quiet Fme in the 
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hotel begins at 10:00 p.m. The Hilton will provide one noise warning and the next call to the 
room will result in dismissing all from the room except the registered guest(s). We highly 
encourage you to take full advantage of the BurlyCon hospitality areas and the many acFviFes 
BurlyCon has planned in order to network and make new friends.  

SMOKING & CANNABIS  
Washington State law states that smoking is prohibited within a presumpFvely reasonable 
minimum distance of 25 feet from entrances, exits, windows that open, and venFlaFon intakes 
that serve an enclosed area where smoking is prohibited so as to ensure that tobacco smoke 
does not enter the area through entrances, exits, open windows, or other means. Smoking 
areas at the hotel are clearly marked. Although private cannabis use is now legal in Washington 
State, it is sFll illegal to consume it in public. Cannabis may not be smoked on hotel property.  

ANIMALS and PETS 
If you plan to have a service animal or pet at the convenFon, please contact the hotel PRIOR to 
your arrival for their rules about animals in the sleeping rooms. No animals are allowed in the 
convenFon areas except ADA compliant service animals. Service animals will be issued 
convenFon idenFficaFon (please check your animal in at registraFon). The hotel charges a $75 
non-refundable deposit for your pet’s stay and has a 75-pound maximum weight limit. The hotel 
has a limited number of pet beds and bowls available during your stay as well.  

ATTIRE  
While BurlyCon is a large convenFon, we are NOT the only guests at the hotel. While in the 
public areas of the hotel, please pracFce basic modesty and keep your bikini zones well covered 
- including in the rear. This includes the hallways, bar, restaurant, and lobby.  

HOTEL ROOM ISSUES 
The hotel has a registraFon desk at both the hotel entrance and the convenFon center 
entrance. If you need assistance with your room, please contact someone at the hotel 
registraFon. BurlyCon does not manage your hotel bookings/needs. If you need BurlyCon-
related assistance, please see the friendly folks in OPS located in the San Juan Room.  

FLYERS  
Flyers may be posted only in convenFon-approved areas. There is a table available near 
registraFon for your show, personal promoFon, or other flyers. Do not a?ach flyers to ceilings, 
floors, walls, windows, or doors. The hotel or the convenFon will remove any flyers found in 
unauthorized places.  

PHOTOGRAPHY & VIDEOGRAPHY  
Yes, there will be no shortage of gorgeous, interesFng, and fantabulous people to take pictures 
of while at the convenFon. However, keep in mind not everyone is into being filmed or 
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photographed, especially before they’ve not had the chance to feel like they’re presentable. 
Before taking a photo/video of ANYONE at the convenFon, please ask the subject(s) for 
permission.  

There is to be no video or sound recording or otherwise distribuFng class content. This is a 
violaFon intellectual property rights and copyright infringement and is acFonable by law.  

BurlyCon has a staff photographer, who will be present in classes and at events, and may 
capture your image. If you cannot have your image posted, then you will need to provide the 
reason in wriFng to AD@BURLYCON.ORG.  

If you end up with some fantasFc shots, we’d LOVE to post them on the BurlyCon website. You 
can send photos, or a link to the enFre set, to our adverFsing team at media@burlycon.org 
Please keep in mind that sending a photo does not mean we will use it anywhere, but we 
definitely won’t use it if you don’t send it.  
PEOPLE WITH DISABILITES 
We at BurlyCon are sensiFve to the needs of those who may not get around as easily as others. 
If you need an accommodaFon, we ask that you contact the convenFon. Please let us know 
your needs, and voice your concerns so we may be as accommodaFng as we can.  

We encourage those who need assistance to bring their own a?endant. However, we ask that 
you let us know ahead of Fme so we can prepare an a?endant convenFon idenFficaFon. Please 
email Reg@BurlyCon.org for assistant registraFon code. If you have an occasional need for 
assistance, please contact the convenFon office or registraFon desk in person or by phone. 
Please remember that if you do not let us know you are having difficulFes, we may never know, 
and may miss the opportunity to assist you in enjoying the convenFon to the fullest.   

CONVENTION AND SECURITY OFFICES  
The hub of BurlyCon is the registraFon desk, located just off the elevators in the convenFon 
center. During the day, registraFon is the place to go for any quesFons, comments, or concerns 
about the convenFon. BurlyCon OPS and security office is located in the San Juan Room. You can 
find one of these open during class hours to help iron out any wrinkles you may encounter. Aher 
7:00 p.m., please contact the hotel front desk or security if you need assistance.  

FIRST AID  
A limited supply of first aid equipment is available at the front desk. There are also some first 
aid supplies available in the BurlyCon Hospitality Room. None of our staff may administer 
medicaFon. If you have a genuine medical emergency, dial 911.  

NEWSLETTER  
BurlyCon's official newsle?er contains news of the day from around the Con and last-minute 
schedule changes. The newsle?er will be e-delivered aher midnight via email. 
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ONLINE SCHEDULE 
BurlyCon provides access to the informaFon online via our handy online schedule. Find it at: 
h?ps://burlycon.org/convenFon/schedule  

INFORMATION  
InformaFon about the convenFon, the hotel, and the local area can be found at the 
RegistraFon. This is also where you pick up your convenFon badge, goodie bag, sign up for a 
membership, turn in class and Con evaluaFons, and check-in as a volunteer. If you have 
quesFons aher the InformaFon Table closes, you can go to OPS (San Juan Room) or ask a 
Security Team member.  

LOST & FOUND  
The convenFon lost & found is located in OPS (San Juan Room). Please turn in all found 
items to OPS. Lost ID badges should go to registraFon staff or OPS. If you lose something 
at the convenFon, be sure to check both the convenFon lost & found and the hotel front 
desk. If your item does not turn up right away, check back on Sunday ahernoon. Aher 
the convenFon, inquiries about lost items should be made with the hotel. BurlyCon 
cannot be held responsible for lost or misplaced items.  

MESSAGE BOARD  
Want to know if your friends have arrived at the con? Want to leave a message for somebody 
but don’t know if they are staying in a room? BurlyCon offers members a way to leave messages 
for each other by means of the BurlyCon Message Board on Facebook. BurlyCon also provides a 
corkboard, paper, and pencils for your love notes and messages. The message board is located 
by the elevators near RegistraFon.  

PARKING & PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION  
Those traveling by car to BurlyCon will need to pay for parking: please ask the hotel for details. 
BurlyCon encourages people to take advantage of Sea?le’s Link Light Rail Network as the staFon 
is across the street from the Airport. Or, take advantage of the Hilton’s free shu?le from the 
airport; it runs every 20 minutes.  

VOLUNTEERING  
BurlyCon runs on volunteers and without them there would be no convenFon. As such, 
everybody is encouraged to volunteer at the convenFon for a few hours. There are many things 
that you can volunteer for that sFll let you a?end certain events. Go to the volunteer table at 
registraFon and sign up for a shih (or two, or three, or four, or five).  
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TIPS FOR MAKING YOUR BURLYCON EXPERIENCE FANTASTIC:  
• A?ach your badge to the outside of your oukit. It saves you from having to fish it out 

when asked by convenFon security.  
• Remember to carry your photo idenFficaFon (driver’s license, state idenFficaFon, etc.) 

with you at all Fmes. IdenFficaFon is required at the hotel bars and room parFes.  
• Bring money or your credit card, because you never know when you will see something 

you want in the Vendor Areas or BurlyBar.  
• Stop by hospitality to pick up snacks. 
• Read the e-newsle?er every morning to learn of any changes to the daily schedule.  
• Say, “Hello!” to the people around you!  
• Need a quiet space to get away from the hustle and bustle of class? Want to center 

yourself or take a moment to relax? Check out BurlyCon’s Chill Zone located outside 
Emerald B/C near the windows. 

• Volunteer, it's a great way to get to know people!
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